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Time-resolved Q-factor Measurement and its
Application in Performance Analysis of
42.6 Gbit/s Packets Generated by SGDBR
Lasers
Arvind K. Mishra, Andrew D. Ellis and Liam P. Barry

Abstract—We demonstrate a novel time-resolved Q-factor
measurement technique and demonstrate its application in the
analysis of optical packet switching systems with high
information spectral density. For the first time, we report the
time-resolved Q-factor measurement of 42.6 Gbit/s AM-PSK and
DQPSK modulated packets, which were generated by a SGDBR
laser under wavelength switching. The time dependent
degradation of Q-factor performance during the switching
transient was analyzed and was found to be correlated with
different laser switching characteristics in each case.
Index Terms— SGDBR Laser, Wavelength-Switching
characteristics, Optical Packet Switching, DQPSK

I. INTRODUCTION

F

AST wavelength switching sampled-grating distributedBragg-reflector (SGDBR) lasers are expected to play a
significant role in dynamic wavelength allocation and packet
routing in optical packet switched or optical burst switched
networks[1-4]. To enable efficient utilization of the available
channel capacity in such networks, it is necessary to enhance
the spectral efficiency of individual data channels, while
minimising the necessary temporal guard-time. Using fast
tuneable SGDBR lasers, a 2.5 Tbit/s capacity switch fabric
was demonstrated at a data rate of 40 Gbit/s using NRZ
modulation with information spectral density (ISD) of 0.4
bit/s/Hz [5]. Enhancement of the ISD to 0.8 bit/s/Hz was
achieved using duobinary modulation [6, 7]; however, the
required guard-time to avoid performance degradation
induced by laser switching characteristics [8, 9] was not
reported, and measurements were restricted to 50% of the
packet length. Whilst errors induced by rapid transient effects
in wavelength switched networks may be avoided by

increasing laser blanking times [10] this reduces the overall
channel capacity. Measurements of the temporal location of
error bursts within a packet may be correlated to dynamic
characteristics of the laser, such as spurious emission or the
instantaneous change in frequency and line-width, and this
may allow identification and optimisation of laser
characteristics which will maximise data throughput.
Conventionally, such information is inferred from overall
packet error-rate measurements [10, 11] or using commercial
error detector gating facilities [12, 13]. However, such
techniques offer restricted temporal resolution and require
extended measurement times.
In this paper, we report a novel method to estimate the bit
error rate (BER) and the time-resolved quality factor (Qfactor) of the modulated signal throughout the duration of a
packet. We apply this method to 42.6 Gbit/s Amplitude
Modulated Phase Shift Keying (AM-PSK) [14] and
Differential Quaternary Phase Shift Keying (DQPSK) [15]
formatted packets generated by SGDBR lasers and identify
degradations due to the dynamics of the wavelength and linewidth respectively. The proposed scheme is independent of
packet/burst length and in principle allows the location of
error bursts.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a
detailed description of the time-resolved BER measurement
setup. Results of Q-factor measurements of 42.6 Gbit/s AMPSK packets are provided as an example. In section III, a
simple modification to the scheme to enable detection of
phase modulated packets is presented, using DQPSK packets
as an example. In section IV, we illustrate the identification of
the dominant source of errors for both modulation formats.
Finally in Section V we present our conclusions.
II. TIME RESOLVED BER MEASUREMENT
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The approach for our time-resolved BER measurement
technique is illustrated in figure 1. The BER measurement
section is formed from an error pulse detector and an error
counter (signal integrator).
Within the error detection section, a signal under test is
temporally aligned using optical delay lines with a reference
signal carrying the same logical information. A clock signal is
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extracted from the reference data and used to time
independent decision gates for the reference and test data. The
outputs of the decision gates are compared in an exclusive OR
(XOR) gate, which generates a binary output pulse whenever
the two patterns are different. Each error pulse is considered
to represent a single error in the test pattern. In its simplest
form, the error counter would comprise a low pass filter with
an impulse response TD followed by an analogue to digital
converter. In this case, the recorded output would be the
integral of the energy associated with each error pulse, and so
the recorded voltage would be directly proportional to the
number of errors received within a period TD. By monitoring
this voltage as a function of time, the BER of the incoming
data burst may be estimated. In this experiment, three
additional features were added. Firstly, since the XOR gate
employed was un-timed, pattern dependent differences
between the rising and falling edges of the signal and
reference channels resulted in small spurious pulses at the
XOR output. These pulses would also be integrated by the low
pass filter, restricting the dynamic range of the BER
estimation. To mitigate this effect, an additional high speed
logic gate (OR) was employed to threshold the error pulses.
This gate was followed by a further 1GHz analogue switch
controlled by a gating signal following the packet envelope to
only pass error pulses when the packet envelope is high to
eliminate apparent errors between packets which would
otherwise be counted. Finally, to relax the constraints placed
on the ADC, the error pulses were low pass filtered using a
logarithmic amplifier with a 100MHz bandwidth, such that the
output signal was proportional to the logarithm of the number
of errors detected in a 10ns period. Instead of an ADC, a low
cost sampling oscilloscope with an 8-bit resolution enabled
the estimated BER evolution to be monitored in real time for a
given decision threshold of the switching arm D-type flip-flop
(DFF). The resultant traces were transferred to a computer for
processing using Labview 7.1.Note that the use of the AWG
in this paper is to allow the generation of a time invariant
reference signal carrying the same logical data. The
measurement approach remains valid for other front end
configurations, including the use of a power splitter for
circumstances where error free operation was possible with a
fixed decision threshold, or a parallel fibre path with
appropriate delay adjustment.
To illustrate the operation of the system, we performed time
resolved BER measurements of AM-PSK packets. The packet
switched transmitter consisted of a wavelength switching
tuneable SGDBR laser (TLS) module [16] followed by a
Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM). The TLS can switch
between 80 C-band channels on the 50 GHz ITU grid and was
used to generate a continuous stream of optical data packets of
variable duration by switching wavelength between
1553.45nm and 1545.04nm. The MZM was biased at the
minimum transmission and driven by a duobinary signal,
which was derived from a 42.6Gbit/s NRZ signal of 27-1
pseudorandom binary sequence (PRBS) length followed by
duobinary amplifier (15GHz bandwidth), producing a
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spectrally efficient 42.6 Gbit/s AM-PSK formatted signal. The
pattern length was limited by the quality of our drive
electronics. As a self referenced system, the performance of
the Q factor measurement system itself should be independent
of the transmitted pattern, and if appropriately triggered
should even be able to temporarily locate dominant error
patterns. A reference bit pattern was generated at a fixed
wavelength of 1549.42 nm by launching the output of a CW
laser (ECL) through the same modulator. At the receiver, the
signal was optically pre-amplified before the channels were
demultiplexed using a 50/100 GHz interleaver and a 100
GHz-spaced Gaussian-shaped arrayed waveguide grating
(AWG). The continuous reference signal and packet data
pattern were directed to the independent receivers and
decision circuits with appropriately adjusted optical delays.

Figure 1: Experimental setup of 42.6 Gbit/s optical packet-switched
transmitter and bit error analyzer; TLS: tuneable laser source, ECL: external
cavity laser, ODL: optical delay line, CR: clock recovery unit, DFF: D-type
flip-flop decision gate.

The eye diagram of the continuous signal and packet
switching data are shown in figure 2(a) and 2(b), respectively,
measured using a sampling oscilloscope without gating. In the
reference arm, the decision threshold was fixed at the
optimum generating the original data pattern without errors.
The optical packet data is detected in the switching signal arm
with an adjustable decision threshold to measure 3D data set
of BER versus threshold during whole packet durations as
described above, compared to the reference pattern using an
XOR gate.
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b)

Figure 2: The eye diagram of ch#30 modulated with 42.6 Gbit/s AM-PSK
signal (a) for continuous data, and (b) 10 µs packet of ch#30 switching from
ch#51 with laser output blanked and locker engaged.

Figure 3 illustrates typical outputs of the error detection
block (XOR gate) for four different decision thresholds, and
shows the error pulses (top) and histograms of their
distributions for 10µs packets at 1553.45nm following a
switching transition from 1545.04nm. In addition to showing
no recorded errors at the optimum threshold voltage of -70
mV (fig 3(c)), this figure illustrates the temporal distribution
of errors throughout the packet for different threshold
voltages. In this example, errors in the 1 level (omissions)
dominate at the beginning of the packet (fig 3(b)) and errors in
the 0 level (insertions) at the end (fig 3(d)).

4(a), and may be used to correct deviations from the expected
logarithmic ratio of amplitude output to BER values arising
either from the noise floor of components in the error counter
section at low BER (<10-9), or from multiple error pulses
occurring within the duration of a single output pulse from the
final logic gate (error collisions) at high BER (>10-4). Note
that to increase the accuracy of the calibration curve, the error
voltage was integrated over a number of measurements. Using
a curve fit of the calibration data, the voltage variation at the
output of the error counter section may be converted to an
estimated BER variation. A selection of such time-resolved bit
error rate measurements at different threshold voltages are
shown in figure 4(b).
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Figure 3: Output of XOR gate, ‘1’ level representing error bits and
corresponding error distribution using scope in histogram mode of 42.6 Gbit/s
AM-PSK modulated 10 µs 1553.45 nm packet of PRBS length of 27-1 at
decision thresholds of (a) +40 mV (“completely errored”); (b) -27 mV
(“omission errors”); (c) -70 mV (“no errors observed”); (d) -110 mV
(“insertion errors”).

In order to calibrate the time resolved BER measurement, a
CW signal was applied to the switching arm of the error
detector. With no signal applied to the reference arm, the
detected signal pattern was reproduced at the OR gate output.
This pattern was directed to a commercial BER detector via an
error-free optical link enabling the actual BER to be recorded.
Then, with a signal applied to the reference arm, the output
voltage from the logarithmic amplifier was measured. The
process was repeated approximately five times by varying the
decision threshold of the signal DFF to obtain the desired
range of BERs. A typical calibration curve is shown in figure

Figure 4(a): Measured and curve fitted BER versus error voltage; (b)
Calibrated instantaneous BER of 10 µs ch#30 packet at various decision
thresholds of switching arms DFF.

Combining time traces of BER measurements taken at
different decision thresholds, the BER versus threshold of the
packets at any given moment after a switching event can be
obtained by time slicing this 3D data set parallel to the
threshold axis. In figure 5, a typical set of BER versus
threshold curves are shown. The Q factor was calculated as
the electrical signal to noise ratio from the mean and standard
deviation of the ‘zero’ and ‘one’ levels using the conventional
formula using [17-20]. Such results enable the Q-factor of the
signal to be measured at any time within the packet by fitting
the BER versus threshold curves in the usual manner.
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Figure 5: BER versus threshold curve for 10 µs packet of ch#30 at different
time interval just after blanking (blanking duration of 64 ns is not included in
time).

The time resolution of the measurement technique was
verified by amplitude modulating a continuous signal with an
SOA driven with a square wave signal, and measuring the
time delay between the SOA signal and the recorded Q factor
variation. This indicated that the measurement system had an
impulse response of 10 ns, as expected from the analogue
bandwidth of the system.
Figure 6 shows time-resolved Q-factor measurements for
42.6 Gbit/s AM-PSK modulated 10 µs optical packets
generated as described above. The figure shows the Q factor
evolution with and without blanking of the laser output using
an integrated semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA),
previously demonstrated to suppress spurious modes during
establishment of the correct operating currents. It also shows
the impact of the laser wavelength locking circuit.
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time the Q factor gradually reaches its steady state value as the
laser settles down following the switching transient. In this
case however, a subsequent error burst is evident
corresponding to the delayed activation of the wavelength
locker. In all cases, a degradation in Q factor at the end of the
packet is observed, which is attributed to tuning current noises
arising from signaling within the module in preparation for the
next wavelength switching event.
III. DQPSK PACKETS
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Unlike a conventional bit error rate test set, the approach
adopted in this paper does not require the independent
generation of a local copy of the received data pattern, since
this is directly generated in the reference arm from a
continuous copy of the transmitted data. This is particularly
advantageous for higher order modulation formats, where this
self referenced behaviour removes the need for programming
of the error detector with the expected data sequence. To
access higher order modulation formats, it is necessary to
precede the Q factor analyser with an optical demodulator
appropriate to the signal under test. In order to demonstrate
this feature, we also performed measurements of DQPSK
packets, generated from a second SGDBR laser by adding a
one bit delay interferometer. The experimental setup is
illustrated in figure 7. The packet transmitter consisted of a
tuneable SGDBR laser followed by a DQPSK modulator. The
TLS was used to generate optical data packets of duration 10
µs by switching wavelength between 1553.4 nm and 1545.0
nm. A 27-1 PRBS data signal at 21.3 Gbit/s was generated by
multiplexing two 10.65 Gbit/s signal outputs of the pattern
generator each fed to two inputs of a 4:1 40G multiplexer. The
non-inverted and inverted output 21.3 Gbit/s NRZ signals
were used as I and Q signals to drive the DQPSK modulators,
where the I signal was delayed using one meter RF (~70
symbol periods) cable to further de-correlate the patterns. A
reference bit pattern was generated at a fixed wavelength of
1549.4 nm by launching the output of a CW laser through the
same modulator.
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Figure 6: Time-resolved Q-factor measurements of 42.6 Gbit/s AM-PSK
modulated 10 µs packet at 1553.45nm generated by SGDBR laser module
switching from 1545.04nm with, SOA blanking enabled (triangles) or disabled
(circles) and with wavelength locker enabled (filled symbols) or disabled
(open symbols).

The severe degradation in Q factor, observed at lower bit
rates [13] induced by spurious modes during the initial
switching transient is clearly observed during the first 60ns
after switching. With the blanking enabled, no Q factor
measurements are possible until emission occurs, after which

Figure 7: Experimental setup of 42.6 Gbit/s DQPSK modulated optical
packet-switched transmitter (a); and time-resolved receiver (b). TLS: tuneable
laser source, ECL: external cavity laser, ODL: optical delay line, CR: clock
recovery unit.
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The DQPSK signals were demodulated using a one symbol
delay-and-add interferometer constructed from polarization
maintaining fiber. The PM fiber was wrapped on a piezo
cylinder to enable phase bias of the interferometer and
selection of the I or Q quadrature for the single ended
detection using the error detector described above. An
appropriate wavelength for the reference signal was selected
to ensure that demodulation of signals directed to the
reference and signal arms represented the same quadrature.
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Figure 10: Time-resolved Q-factor measurement of 10 µs ch#30 DQPSK
modulated packet of PRBS 27-1 for SGDBR laser module switching from
ch#51.

Figure 9: Measured and fitted BER versus error voltage.

Typical measured time-resolved Q-factors for SGDBR
DQPSK packets of 10 µs duration are shown in figure 10.
Without SOA blanking the BER was initially very high and
Q-factor estimation was only possible after a delay of 60ns,
during the laser settling time (400ns) oscillatory error bursts
were observed. Similar Q-factor results were found with SOA
blanking enabled for a period of 64 ns, although the action of
the locker perturbed the initial transient behavior to some
degree

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF PACKETS
To illustrate the usefulness of time resolved error rate
measurements, we demonstrate the correlation of the observed
error bursts with physical dynamics of the laser emission. We
consider three basic features of the laser output: the
instantaneous optical frequency which dictates the total power
transmitted through the demultiplexing filters; the
instantaneous linewidth which directly induces bit errors for
phase modulated systems; and phase to amplitude noise
conversion induced by the action of the filters on the dynamic
laser linewidth.
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The eye diagrams for the transmitted 42.6 Gbit/s DQPSK
signals are shown in figure 8(a) and eye diagrams of
demodulated switching arm and reference arm signal with
continuous data are shown in figure 8(b) and 8(c),
respectively. A typical calibration curve for DQPSK data is
shown in figure 9, where the expected exponential
relationship (note logarithmic scale on x and y-axis) is
observed over 6 orders of magnitude of BER.

The Q-factor dynamics of packets were further investigated
for other channels covering a wide range separation between
switching channels from the target channel. The time-resolved
Q-factor measurement results follow the similar dynamics for
all switching combinations. However, the initial Q-factor
magnitude was different with a variation of 5-10 dB
depending on the switching combination, which would
directly depend on the amount of current injection required for
the relative separation between target and source channel.

Q-factor (dB) &
Relative optical power (dB)

Figure 8: Eye diagrams of 42.6 Gbit/s DQPSK signals (a) transmitted; and
demodulated-I channel of 42.6 Gbit/s DQPSK signal (b) switching arm, (c)
reference arm with the continuous data of PRBS length of 27-1(Time axis 20
ps/Div).
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Figure 11: Measured time-resolved frequency error and the relative optical
power along with time resolved Q-factor measurement results of AM-PSK and
DQPSK modulated packets of duration of 10 µs of ch#30 with default
blanking duration of 64 ns and locker active.
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Figure 11 illustrates the time-resolved frequency error and
modulated power transmitted through the demultiplexing
filters, along with the time resolved Q factor for both
modulation formats. Clearly in both cases the transmitted
power has stabilised more rapidly than the Q factor, strongly
indicating that penalties from attenuation of the modulation
sidebands do not dominate the observed BER variations. For
the linewidth dependant errors, we follow standard analysis
for phase shift keyed signals [26] and phase noise to intensity
noise conversion [22, 23] based on temporarily invariant
linewidths.
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heterodyne detection and an estimate was made of the
apparent linewidth that would be induced by centre frequency
drift (by differentiating the frequency error measurements and
integrating over the measurement interval) [25].

Phase-to-intensity-noise conversion while passing through
highly dispersive material is well known, and in our case
arises from the trapezoidal shaped profile interleaver (25 GHz
pass-band and 80 GHz stop-band attenuation of 30 dB). In
this case, an additional noise variance σ Δ2ν is added to the
marks:

Figure 13: Table-I with a list of parameter used for theoretical calculation for
AM-PSK and DQPSK signals.
32
Rπ 3F 2 B3Pin2 ⋅ Δν (t )
3

(1)

where, R is responsivity of the detector, B is bit rate of signal,
Pin is optical power input through the dispersive material,
Δν is the time dependent FWHM linewidth of the laser,
D.λ2
2π ⋅ c

is the dispersion parameter (s2) of the interleaver,

where D is the dispersion (s/m) of the interleaver. The
receiver bandwidth is assumed to be the same as the data rate.
The dispersion parameter of the interleaver was measured
using the phase shift method [24] and is shown in figure 12
along with a trapezoidal shaped filter module that was used
for numerical simulation of this system using VPI
transmission maker 7.5.
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The calculated Q factor (using measured FWHM linewidth
and apparent linewidth) and measured Q-factors are presented
in figure 14 for 10µs packets with laser output blanked and
locker engaged. Since linewidth measurement was not
possible at a time scale lower than 80 ns due to limitation on
the equipment used, therefore, the calculated Q-factor is
presented after the 80 ns from the switching events excluding
blanking duration of 64 ns. The calculated results with
measured FWHM linewidth are found to be in good
agreement with the measured data throughout the packet
duration, and were not strongly associated with the dynamics
of the apparent linewidth. The linewidth measurement step
size was insufficient to resolve the fine structure observed in
the Q factor evolution.
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Figure 12: Measured dispersion parameter and amplitude response of 50 GHz
interleaver and dispersion parameter used for numerical simulation.

The impact of excess laser linewidth on Q-factor of the 42.6
Gbit/s AM-PSK signal passing through a 50 GHz interleaver
(section II) was theoretically analyzed including equation (1)
with the parameters listed in table-I (figure 13) using a value
of 0.027s/m for the filter dispersion, taken from the centre of
the passband. The laser FWHM linewidth was measured using

Figure 14: Plot of measured and calculated time-resolved Q-factor of 42.6
Gbit/s AM-PSK packets versus corresponding apparent linewidth and
measured FWHM linewidth passing through 50 GHz interleaver signal with
blanking laser output and wavelength locker active.

Differential direct detection of a phase modulated signal
system is susceptible to interferometric phase-to-intensitynoise conversion. In a wavelength switched system, the
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contribution of phase induced intensity noise at the output of
the demodulator varies during, and immediately after
switching. For a static system, the photocurrent variance as a
result of interferometric intensity noise due to laser phase
noise at the output of the DQPSK demodulator is given by
[26]:.
σ Δ2ν − I (t ) =

( R ⋅ Pout ) 2 ⋅ e −2⋅Δυ ⋅T
16

⎧cos 2 (ω T )[cosh(2 ⋅ Δυ ⋅ T ) − 1]⎫
⎪
⎪
0
⎨
⎬
2
⎪⎩+ sin (ω0T ) sinh(2 ⋅ Δυ ⋅ T ) ⎪⎭

(2)

where R is the responsivity of the detector, ω0 is the peak
optical frequency of the laser output of the interleaver, T is the
difference in time delay between the two arms of the
demodulator, Pout is the total output optical power of the
EDFA, and the effects of time dependent linewidth and
frequency error were combined in a single linewidth
parameter as apparent linewidth Δν of the laser and was
obtained by differentiating the frequency error measurements
and integrating over the measurement interval.
The DQPSK performance was analysed using the
parameters listed in table-I (figure 13). The combined effects
of instantaneous linewidth and frequency offset were
combined in a single linewidth parameter [25], or measured
FWHM linewidth used as inputs to equation (2). The
measured time-resolved Q factor of DQPSK packets with
laser blanking and wavelength locker active, are shown in
figure 15. The temporal locations of the error bursts are found
to be in good agreement with the theoretical results and the
magnitudes are in close agreement after 120ns from the
switching event. Our study confirms that the damped
oscillatory feature of Q-factor dynamics of DQPSK packets
were dominated by time dependent apparent linewidth as a
combined effect of rate of change of frequency error in
addition to degradation by the actual linewidth dynamics.
20

V. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated a novel technique for the timeresolved Q-factor measurement of packets compatible with
measurements of burst-mode systems. This approach provides
real time monitoring of the performance of burst mode
systems, allowing for reductions in the development cycle of
future wavelength switched systems. The time-resolved Qfactor was investigated for the first time for 42.6 Gbit/s AMPSK and DQPSK modulated optical packets generated by
SGDBR lasers. We observed that the transient performance of
both systems was dominated by the excessive phase noise of
the laser following switching events. The use of advanced
modulations formats and detection of the optical phase in
wavelength switched systems would thus appear to require
optimisation of the tuneable lasers to address the frequency
drift and phase dynamics. Our results showed that these
SGDBR lasers can be used for data transport in packet routed
optical networks employing AM-PSK and DQPSK formats at
the cost of temporal utilization of the channel bandwidth,
where packet size is determined by the guard time (140-400
ns) needed with the desired Q-factor performance at the
receiver. This is determined primarily by the laser tuning
dynamics, but is influenced by the design of the tuning
circuits. Reduction of the guard time would primarily require
development of new tuneable laser sources with faster
transition times and improved line-width [28].
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